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EVP Sloan Benson Resigns from Greenpoint Technologies
Kirkland, WA – February 15, 2013 – Greenpoint Technologies, a premier VIP completions center for
Boeing Business Jets (BBJ), announces the resignation of Executive Vice President (EVP) Sloan
Benson.
Benson started with Greenpoint as one of the first employees and worked in nearly every
department during her 24 year career. For the past six years, as EVP, her attention focused on the
organization’s strategic growth and manufacturing capability. She moved to Texas in 2011‐2012 to
support Greenpoint’s cabinetry and machine shops as President. Her savvy discernment and
business acumen helped form the Greenpoint of today with 350 employees’ companywide.
“It’s been a privilege to have had a long standing career with Greenpoint. I have enjoyed my various
roles and experiences during my time here, and learned so much from my talented co‐workers.
Most of all I’m proud to work for such a generous company that cares so deeply for its people. I will
continue to work with Greenpoint on a consulting basis in ways that best serve the organization,”
shares Benson.
Greenpoint Technologies is a premier BBJ Completion Center, creating superior aircraft products
and VIP completions exclusively for Boeing aircraft. Greenpoint provides turnkey VIP completions
with an exemplary 99% on‐time delivery rate during its 25 years of private ownership. The
Greenpoint company umbrella encompasses all disciplines in‐house from engineering and design to
manufacturing and installation of VIP interiors; enabling manufacture of heavy structure, VIP
Cabinetry, as well as custom machined parts. The company embodies a continuous improvement
culture reflected in its positive customer surveys and extremely low attrition rate. Strategic goals
focus on the customer experience by incorporating quality, commitment and craftsmanship into
every program. To learn more about Greenpoint Technologies, visit www.greenpnt.com.
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